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Comment. Math. Helvetici 53 (1978) 301-321 Birkhâuser Verlag, Basel

On quasiconformal mappings of open Riemann surfaces

Kurt Strebel, Zurich

Herrn Prof. Dr. A. Pfluger zum 70 Geburtstag gewidmet

Introduction

Let / be a quasiconformal mapping of the disk D : \z\ < 1 onto Df : |w\ < 1. It
induces a certain boundary homeomorphism / | dD. We dénote by 9 the family of
ail quasiconformal mappings of D onto D' which agrée with / on dD. Let /0 be an
extremal mapping in &, i.e. a mapping with smallest maximal dilatation Ko. Then,
the following inequality was proved by E. Reich and K. Strebel (see [2], p. 376):

dxdy. (1)

Hère, k is the complex dilatation of /, and <p is an arbitrary holomorphic quadratic
differential of norm

in D.
This inequality has a number of conséquences, one of them being the

converse, for the disk, of a theorem proved by R. S. Hamilton in [1] for arbitrary
hyperbolic Riemann surfaces. It says: Let f be a class of quasiconformal
mappings of a hyperbolic Riemann surface R onto a surface R' which are

homotopic modulo the boundary, and let /0 with complex dilatation k0 be

extremal in 9. Then

ko(ç dx dy fco, (2)
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302 KURT STREBEL

where

and where the supremum is taken over ail holomorphic quadratic diflferentials on
R normed by ||<p|| 1.

The theorem by E. Reich and the présent author says: Let / be a quasiconfor-
mal selfmapping of the disk D, with complex dilatation k, and let

\\<p\\
&IJJ-sup \\\K(pdxdy — k -Hk-II— IV — ||fV||cx»

where <p ranges over the normed holomorphic quadratic differentials of the disk.
Then / is extremal in the class 3F defined by the boundary values of /.

The two theorems combined also provide an existence theorem for extremal
mappings of Teichmùller type (see [7], theorem 2 and [8], theorem 1) which goes
as follows: If there is, in the class £F, a mapping g, and a compact set C^D, such

that the maximal dilatation of the restriction of g to D\C (i.e. the maximal
dilatation of g in a neighborhood of dD) is smaller than Ko, then there is a

Teichmùller extremal in ^, associated with a quadratic differential of finite norm
(and hence also unique extremal, [3] p. 82).

The inequality (1) is proved in the following way: Let / and / be two mappings
in the class 3?. Then fx°f with fx =f~l is a qc selfmapping of D which keeps the

boundary pointwise fixed. Now up to a negligible set of trajectories every
trajectory a of <p is a cross eut, and it is the shortest line, in the metric of the line
élément |<p(z)|1/2 \dz\, between its two endpoints. Therefore, the length inequality

J|<p(z)|1/2|dz|< J \<p(z)r\dz\ (3)

holds. By means of a décomposition of D into horizontal strips (see [2], p. 82-87)
this inequality can be integrated over D and an application of the length area
method eventually leads to (1).

In [5], the procédure was generalized to compact bordered Riemann surfaces.
The crucial part consisted in a detailed study of the trajectory structure of a

holomorphic quadratic differential of finite norm on such a surface. There are
essentially three kinds of trajectories:

Closed trajectories, cross cuts and récurrent trajectories. It is then possible to
partition R9 for any given <p, into certain subsets characterised by the trajectory
structure of <p, and to carry over the length area method of the original proof.
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It is the purpose of this paper to generalize inequality (1) to arbitrary
hyperbolic Riemann surfaces. The main object is of course the trajectory structure
of a holomorphic quadratic differential. It turns out, that for a difïerential of finite
norm the "bad" trajectories only cover a set of measure zéro. The "good" ones
then can be partitioned into subsets of the three characteristic types. Then, of
course, the length inequality must be proved for cross cuts, whereas it is well
known for closed trajectories as well as for closed curves composed of horizontal
and vertical arcs.

The applications, like the converse of Hamiltons theorem for arbitrary hyperbolic

Riemann surfaces, unique extremality of Teichmùller mappings associated

with quadratic differentials of finite norm in their homotopy class etc. then follow
in the same way as in the case of the disk: The proofs can be taken over almost
word by word.

§1. Exceptional trajectories

1. Some définitions. Let <p be a holomorphic quadratic differential on an

arbitrary Riemann surface R. The zeroes of <p are called the critical points, ail the
others are the regular points of <p. In the neighborhood of a regular point Po we
can introduce the natural parameter Ç= <P{z) ^<p{z) dz. It is determined up to
the sign and an arbitrary additive constant, which we can choose such that
<P(P0) 0. The analytic continuation of the inverse 4>-1 along the real axis defines

the trajectory a through Po in its natural parametrization ^~1(^), £ £+117.

Unless a is a Jordan curve on R (closed trajectory), it is subdivided by Po into
two rays a+ and a~, the images of maximal subintervals of the positive respec-
tively the négative real axis.

The initial point Po is always considered to be a point of the ray. Of course the

two rays on a non closed trajectory a dépend on the point Poea and on its

orientation, which is determined by the choice of the sign in <P; but the properties
to be considered in the sequel will not dépend on Po.

Length and area will always be measured in the <p-metric, i.e. with the length
élément |<p(z)|1/2 \dz\ and the area élément, respectively, \<p(z)\ dxdy. But nullsets
then are of course the same as nullsets in the Euclidean measure of the local

parameter.
A ray a+ (or a~) is called critical, if it tends to a zéro of <p. A trajectory a is

called critical, if it carries at least one critical ray. As there are only n + 2

trajectories ending in a zéro of <p of order n, the set of critical trajectories is

denumerable and hence of zéro area.
A ray a+ is called a boundary ray if P= <P~l(£) tends to the boundary of R for

£-» êx, where (£_«,, £») is the interval on the real axis where <P~X is defined and
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locally univalent. Tending to the boundary of course means that the point P
eventually leaves every compact set of R for £-»£«>. A trajectory, both rays of
which are boundary rays is called a cross eut of R.

The limit set of a trajectory ray a+ is the set

A+= li

It is empty, ifï a+ is a boundary ray. For a critical ray a+, A+ is its critical limiting
point. In ail the other cases A+ is a closed set of trajectories and their limiting
critical endpoints. If PoeA+, in which case A+ â, the closure of the trajectory
a, a+ is called récurrent. A récurrent trajectory ray will be called a spiral ray, and
a trajectory both rays of which are récurrent is called a spiral. Any trajectory of <p

which is neither closed nor a cross eut nor a spiral is called exceptional.
The main theorem of this § will be that for a holomorphic quadratic differen-

tial ç of finite norm on an arbitrary Riemann surface JR the exceptional trajectories

cover a set of measure zéro.

2. From now on we always assume that <p is holomorphic on R, not identically
zéro and of finite norm ||<p|| JJR \<p(z)\ dxdy. Consider an oriented open vertical
interval (open subinterval of a vertical trajectory) j8 on R. The set of points on .R

which lie on closed trajectories is open, the complément therefore closed. We will
always only consider points of |3 which lie in this complément, without further
mentioning, even if we just speak of Pe j3. Every such P splits the trajectory a
through P into two rays: a+ a+(P), which leaves j3 to the right, and a~ a~(P),
which leaves it to the left. Of course, any such ray can meet j3 again at some point
Pl9 and therefore contain otftPi) or <*ï(Pi)9 depending on the direction in which it
cuts p at Pt.

THEOREM 1. Let (p be of finite norm on R. Then the set E of ail points Pep
for which the ray a+(P) has <p-length \a+\ oo without being récurrent has measure
zéro.

Proof Let a>0. If <*o ^vith initial point P0^P has length greater than a, this
is true for ail rays a+ with initial point Pe/3 in some neighborhood of Po. This
follows from the fact, that there is, for some ô>0, a rectangle 0<£<a, |tj|<8
which is mapped by <P~l homeomorphically into R. The image is a rectangular
strip S on R which contains the subinterval of «£ °f length a with initial point Po

as middle line. S is (for sufficiently small S > 0) schlicht on R.
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Therefore the set of ail points Pe p with |a+(P)| > a is relatively open, and the set

E« {P|Pefc|a+(P)|=oo}

is a Gs set (intersection of denumerably many relatively open sets).
Let PqGJBoo and assume that aj with initial point Po cuts p in at least one

other point P1. Then this is (by a similar argument) true for ail rays a+ with initial
point P e IL in a neighborhood of Po. Therefore the set of ail points PeE^ for
which the ray a+(P) has at least one more point in common with p is relatively
open, and the set

EUP) EL {P | Pe ft |a+(P)| œ, a+(P)D p P}

is a relatively closed subset of E^.
Let now a>0. On every ray a+(P) with PeE^ we mark the subinterval of

length a, with initial point P. This set is evidently schlicht on R and measurable,
and its area is a • lE^I^H^H, with \E^\ the <p-length of the set E^. As this is true
for every a > 0, E^ has measure zéro.

Now, given neN, we cover p by finitely many open intervais j8l5 of length
|ft|< 1/n. For every pt the corresponding set EUfr) is a nullset and therefore the
union of ail thèse sets, for ail n, also is a nullset. If Pep is arbitrary with
|a+(P)| °°,a+(P) not récurrent, PeE'^fr) for at least one of the subintervals ft,
for some n. Therefore E, which is actually equal to the union of the sets EfO0(Pl)

for ail n, has measure zéro.

3. We now pass to the trajectories which are composed of a récurrent ray and
a boundary ray.

THEOREM 2. Let E be the set of points P on a vertical interval p such that the

trajectory a through P is split into a récurrent ray and a boundary ray. Then \E\ 0.

Proof. First we consider the set Eq consisting of ail those points P e p, for
which a+(P) is récurrent and a~(P) is a boundary ray which does not hâve any
other point in common with j8 besides P. We want to show that Eq is measurable.
The set of points Pep for which |a+(P)| o° is a Gs set. Every a+(P) is either
récurrent or not. But we hâve seen that the points P with non récurrent a+(P) of
infinité length form a nullset. Thus the set E'Q of points Pep with a+(P) récurrent
is measurable.

The set of ail those points Pep for which \a~(P)\>a is relatively open for
every a. Therefore the set of points Pe p for which |a~(P)| < a is relatively closed
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on j3. The set of points P with |aT(P)|<a> is therefore an Fa subset of fi (union
of denumerably many relatively closed sets). If we subtract the P's with a (P)
critical and add the ones with a~(P) a boundary ray (not récurrent!) of infinité
length, we get the set of ail Pe j3 with a~(P) a boundary ray. This set is therefore
measurable. The set Eq of ail points Pef$ for which a~(P) is a boundary ray
which does not meet /3 again is thus a relatively closed subset (see the earlier
argument) of a measurable set, which is measurable. Finally Eo=E'of) E'ô is also

measurable.

Every a*(P) with PeEq has a well defined next intersection Px with |3, and

evidently PxéE^. The set EX of next intersections Px therefore does not intersect

Eq. The mapping Eq-^E^ which is induced by walking along the rays a+(P)
evidently is measure preserving in the small, and therefore in the large. Thus
I^Bq I= l^îl- Continuing with the next intersections P2 we get a set E\ a.s.f., and

ail the sets

are disjoint subsets of /3 and hâve the same measure. Thus |Eq I= l^îl= 1-^21 —

• • 0, and hence |EJUEtUEJU- • | 0.

Similarly, the set Eq of points Pe j8 for which a~(P) is récurrent and a+(P) is

a boundary ray which does not meet j3 again has measure zéro, and so do the sets

of next intersections Eï, E2,
Finally, E is the union of ail the sets E* and E~ and therefore also has

measure zéro.
4. Bringing theorems one and two together, we now can show that the

trajectory structure of a holomorphic quadratic differential <p of finite norm on an

arbitrary Riemann surface R is in fact quite simple, apart from a set of measure
zéro.

THEOREM 3. Almost ail trajectories of a holomorphic quadratic differential <p

of finite norm on an arbitrary Riemann surface are either closed, cross cuts or
spirals.

Remember. A spiral is £ non closed trajectory both rays of which are récurrent.

"Almost ail trajectories" means that the trajectories which are not of the
indicated kind (Le. which are exceptional) cover a set of measure zéro on R.

Proof Let /3 be a vertical arc and let E be a »set of measure zéro on j8. Then
the set of trajectories a(P) through the points Pe E cover a set of measure zéro.
For the proof we map the vertical arc /3 by a branch of £ <P(z) onto a vertical
straight interval j3' in the £-plane. Let E1 be the image set of E. The holomorphic
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function <P~X is now continued along the horizontals through the points of Er in
both directions, as long as it stays locally one-one. Evidently, the set of horizontals

through the points of E' has Euclidean area zéro. Its image by <P~l on R is

the set of trajectories a(P), PeE. The <p-measure of this set is at most equal to
the Euclidean measure of the preimage (because of possible overlappings on R),
hence also zéro.

Let now £ <= p be the set of points P such that a(P) is neither closed, nor a

cross eut nor a spiral. Such a trajectory a(P) is either critical, has a non récurrent
ray of infinité length or else a récurrent ray and a boundary ray. Therefore |£?| 0

and the set of exceptional trajectories through |3 has area zéro.
In order to get the resuit, we choose an everywhere dense, denumerable set of

regular points Pn e R. Let /3n be the maximal open vertical interval of (p-length < 1

with midpoint Pn. Let a be any exceptional trajectory, Pea.ln any neighborhood
of P there is a point Pn, and evidently a is contained in the set of exceptional
trajectories of some j3n. But the union of ail thèse sets has measure zéro.

§2. Strips of horizontal cross cuts

5. DEFINITION. Let 0 be a vertical interval. The set of cross cuts (i.e.
horizontal trajectories both rays of which tend to the boundary) which eut j3

exactly once is called the (horizontal) strip S S(j3) defined by j8.

S is considered to be a pointset on JR rather than a set of individual
curves.

Let E E((5) be the set of points Pe/3 such that the trajectory a a(P)
through P is in S. Clearly, E is measurable, and it is assumed to be non empty.
The strip S is now represented in the following way: We choose a branch of <P on
|8. It maps j8 onto a vertical interval ($' in the £-plane, taking E into E'. We
continue the inverse function <P~X analytically along each horizontal through the

points of E' as long as it stays locally one-one (i.e. its derivative at the points of
the horizontal is différent from zéro). The intervais of définition of <P~l define the
horizontal strip S'. It is of course a measurable set, since E' is measurable and the

amplitude of the horizontals, measured from |3' in both directions, is a lower
semicontinuous function. The ^"Minages of thèse open horizontal intervais are

exactly the trajectories a through the points of E. Moreover, <P~X is one-one and
continuous on S': If (oe S', the continuation of <3>~a along the horizontal interval
between |3' and £0 can be performed in an open horizontal rectangle containing
this interval. This shows, that it is in fact a conformai mapping. Let ^"H^o)
tP^id) for £0 * Ci ^ S'. Then the two horizontals through £0 and Ci correspond to
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the same trajectory in S. As it cuts £ once, by assumption, we must hâve

Im^0 Im^1. But then we hâve a closed trajectory in S, which is again
impossible.

Clearly, the <p-measure of S is equal to the Euclidean measure of S'.

6. We are now going to partition the set of ail horizontal cross cuts on R into
horizontal strips. To this end, we pick a denumerable, everywhere dense set of
regular points Pl9 P2, P3,... on R. To each Pn we assign the séquence of open
vertical intervais /3nk of length 1/fe, k> ko(Pn), with midpoint Pn. Hère ko(Pn)e N

is chosen to be smallest possible, i.e. we start with the largest possible vertical
interval for every Pn.

The horizontal strips Snk associated with the intervais j3nk contain ail the
horizontal cross cuts. For, let a be such a trajectory and let Pea. Then, there is a

neighborhood U(P) through which a passes only once. Evidently, there exists an
interval f$nk in U(P) which is eut exactly once by a. Thus, a c Snk.

Let j3l5 j82, /33,... be a new numbering of the intervais j3nk, with associated

strips Sl9 S2, S3 etc. Let E1 p1nSl9E2 p2nS2. We want to show that Sx\S2 is

a measurable substrip of Sx. Let PeS1nS2. Then the trajectory through P
belongs to both strips. The set of points P2eE2, for which a(P2) cuts p1 at least
twice is relatively open, and so is the set of points for which it cuts (3t at least

once. Therefore the set of points P2eE2 for which a(P2) cuts (31 exactly once is a

différence of relatively open subsets of E2. We conclude that the set S2\St
consists of the trajectories through a measurable subset of E2 and hence is

measurable itself. Clearly this argument can be repeated, and we get the following
partition of the set of ail horizontal cross cuts:

S1U(S2\Si)U(S3\S1\S2)U--,

where the gênerai term is the substrip

sn\s1\s2\---\sn_1

of SL.

§3. Spiral sets

7. DEFINITION. Let j8 be an oriented vertical interval. By the spiral set
determined by P we mean the set of spirals a which hâve a point in common with
p. It is denoted by
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We do not always make a clear linguistic distinction between the set of spirals
(whose éléments are curves) and the set of points of R on thèse spirals. Usually
we mean the latter.

Let E 5^O)rij3. We want to show that E is measurable. The set of points
Pe(3 such that a{P) is not closed and a+(P) has infinité length is a relative
Gô-set. Now, every ray a+(P) of infinité length is either récurrent or not. The set

of points P g j8 where the second case occurs has measure zéro, therefore the set

E+ of points PejS with récurrent a+(P) is measurable, and so is the set E~ of

Pefi with a~(P) récurrent. As E E+DE~, it is measurable.

Any spiral a c S^(j3) is subdivided by its intersection points with /3 into
denumerably many subintervals an. We say that an is of the first kind, if its two
endpoints are on the two différent edges of j3 ; otherwise it is called of the second
kind. In the second case we dénote it by a*, if its endpoints are on the edge |8+ of
|8, otherwise by a~. Every interval an is contained in a rectangular strip, i.e. the

0"1-image S of a horizontal rectangle S' of the £ £ + n7-plane,

where an - \an\ is the <p-length of the interval an. Its vertical sides are subintervals
of j3, and the ordinates r)0, 17 u can be chosen in such a way that S is schlicht on R,

except possibly for its sides on |3, which may overlap (they lie on the two différent
edges j8+ and j3~ of j8). There evidently is a largest such rectangular strip: It is

called the rectangular strip Sn associated with the interval an. The same thing is

true for the intervais a* and a~ of the second kind: They détermine strips S*

resp. S~ which are schlicht on R and which hâve both their vertical sides on |3+ or
on j3~.

Let an and âm be two intervais on spirals a and à in 5^(/3). Then their
strips Sn and Sm either hâve no interior point in common or they coïncide. We

thus get a well determined, denumerable set of non overlapping (except on /3)

associated strips of the first and of the second kind.

8. Consider an arbitrary strip Sn of this collection. The intersection Sn

consists of ail the subintervals of the spirals of 5^(j3) which are in Sn. This is the
<P~l image of a certain set of horizontal straight intervais in S;. Let the Euclidean

measure of the ordinates of thèse horizontals be denotéd by bn. Then an - bn is the

<p-measure of the set Snn#Xj3) of spiral intervais of Sf(fi) in Sn9 and the total
<p -measure of 5^(/3) evidently is the sum

I «A + I<b+n + X a-b~
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Consider /3+. Every strip Sn has one of its vertical sides on j3+, and every strip S*
has both its vertical sides on j8+. Therefore the <p-measure of E is

Moreover, as every strip of the first kind has one vertical side on j3+, the other on
/3~, and the measures of Sn n5^(|3) on thèse two sides are the same, we hâve

In other words: If we split E <= 0 in two identical copies E+ and E~ on f$+ and j8~,

the total measure of the set of points in E+ which are on the vertical sides of the

strips S* is the same as the total measure of the points of the strips S~ on /3~.

This fact allows, after a horizontal subdivision of the strips of the second kind,
a pairing

such that

One simply starts with the strips with largest ordinate sets, say (by change of the

numbering)

If bi>bï, we eut off a part S^of St, by a horizontal arc in Si, such that

The first pair now is Si, Sî. We continue likewise with the rest.

9. What is the intersection of two spiral sets determined by vertical intervais

0! and /32? Le* -Ei and E2 be the sets of points on spiral trajectories on ($t resp.
02- Let PleEl be such that the spiral ax through Px cuts /32> which means

ax<= 5^x0 5^. Then the same is true for every spiral a through a point PeE1 in
some neighborhood of Pv Therefore the set E[ of points P1eE1 with a^
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is relatively open, and the spirals of the différence 5^X5^ eut p1 is a

relatively closed, hence measurable subset of E1. We can then do the same with
the corresponding set of spirals as we did above for the total set: Subdivide it into
strips of the first kind and pairs of strips of the second kind. In other words, it
does not matter, for the procédure, whether we take the full spiral set determined
by P or a subset of it.

§4 Boundary correspondence and the length inequality

10. Let R and Rf be hyperbolic Riemann surfaces. The universal covering
surfaces are the unit disks D : \z\ < 1 and D' : |vv|< 1, together with the projection
mappings.

Any quasiconformal mapping f\R-+Rf can be lifted to a quasiconformal
homeomorphism f:D-*D'. If a second quasiconformal mapping g:R-*R' is

homotopic to /, the déformation h, which is a one parameter family of mappings
of .R onto R', can be lifted to a déformation h of / into a lift g of g. The mappings

/ and g are said to be homotopic modulo the boundary, if there is a déformation h
such that its lift h is constant on dD. (For an équivalent définition see [2], section
3).

The composition g~l°f is a quasiconformal selfmapping of R which is

homotopic to the identity modulo the boundary. It is the purpose of this § to show

that the trajectories of a holomorphic quadratic differential cp of finite norm, in
particular the cross cuts of finite length, are mapped by g~lof into curves which
hâve at least the same length.

11. Let S be the horizontal strip of cross cuts determined by the open vertical
interval 0. It consists of ail the cross cuts a of <p which hâve exactly one point in

common with /3. Its <£-image S' is a substrip of the open Euclidean horizontal
strip So defined by j3' 4>(/3) in the £-plane. S can be lifted to a horizontal strip S

of the lifted quadratic differential <p in the unit disk D:|z|< 1. It should be noted
that the q> -length of an arc is equal to the <p -length of any one of its individual
lifts. For a fixed branch of the lifting on S we look at the mapping f -> z,

composed of «f»"1 and that branch of the lifting, which is of course equal to the

corresponding branch of <£"*. We get a 1-1-conformai mapping of the strip S'

onto S<^D. The Euclidean area \S'\ of S'is equal to the <p-area |S|V of S (which is

in turn equal to the <p-area of S). We conclude that |S'|<«>. On the other hand,
the Euclidean area \S\ of S^D is <tr. A simple application of the Schwarz

inequality (see [3], section 11, p. 86) shows that a.e. cross section S in S has finite
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Euclidean length and therefore converges on its two ends to well determined
boundary points (ùl and o>2 of D.

12. Let E j3 D S and let Po be a point of density of the set E. The set E is of
course assumed to hâve positive <p -length (otherwise S could be neglected).
Moreover, we assume that the lift a of a, passing through the point zo€J3 above

Po, has finite Euclidean length. Both assumptions hold for a.a. points of E. Of
course, z0 is a point of density of the lift Ê of E on /3.

Let /§! be a vertical trajectory ray of <p with initial point zx e a. We want to
show, by contradiction, that /3X cannot converge towards an endpoint co of a. For,
let it converge to a> (Fig.). As fa has only the point zx in common with a, it
bounds, together with a subinterval of â and the point a>, a Jordan domain G <= D.
There is a set S1 of horizontal rays, starting at a subset Êt c Ê <= /§, which enters G
through fil9 and for which \ÊX\$ d > 0. Ail the rays of Sx necessarily tend to o>.

We now consider the subarcs 8r of the circles |z-o>| r which lie in D. Let
Et(r) be the intersection of 8r with Sx. Clearly, Et(r) is a measurable set and its
<p-length is ^d. This follows readily by an application of the mapping <£(z)

J V<p(z) dz to the open horizontal strip So determined by /§: The set Ô(8r C)S0)

consists of at most denumerably many open analytic arcs which pass through the
horizontal half Unes of ^(Sx), the Euclidean height of which is equal to d. For the

<p-measure of Êt(r) we get

f
Êi(r)

\<p(rel«)\1/2rd{>.
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An application of the Schwarz inequality yields

f \\JÊ1(r)

Therefore, for any sufficiently small positive r0, we hâve

0 0 Ê1(r)

which evidently is impossible.
We conclude, in particular, that the two endpoints (o1 and a>2 of â are distinct.

For, if o)1 (o2 (o, then the vertical rays entering the domain G bounded by
à U {o)} would necessarily tend to co.

13. For an arbitrary cross eut a which satisfies the conditions of section 12, let

7 g lo/(a)- Let 7 be a lift of y which has common endpoints with the lift â of
a. Such a lift exists because of the assumptions about the boundary correspon-
dence (section 10). Pick two arbitrary points z1 and z2 of â which lie on non
critical vertical trajectories /3X and j32. Then, since none of the four rays of fix and

j82 converges to an endpoint of â, the curve y cuts both vertical trajectories jSx

and j32- Therefore, by the divergence principle ([6] I, p. 2), j-y|^ > |[zl5 z2]\<p, where
[zî9 z2] is the subinterval of â with endpoints zx and z2. As thèse two points are

arbitrary, \y\$ > \â\$, and with 17^ \y\#, \a\9 |d|#, we get the desired inequality.

§5 Proof of the main inequality

14. The proof of the main inequality consists in an intégration of the length
inequality over the whole surface. The proof is, in principle, the same as in [2] and

[5], but because of the spiral sets it is a bit more complicated and therefore

repeated hère in full détail for this gênerai situation. We also keep considering
horizontal trajectories instead of switching to vertical ones.

Let / and / be quasiconformal mappings of R onto R' which are homotopic
modulo the boundary. The diflferential of / in terms of local parameters z and w

near PeR and P' f(P)eRf is denoted by

dw p(z) dz + q(z) dz.
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Let ft / l and dénote its differential in terms of a local parameter z near /i(jP')
by

dz Pi(w) dw 4- qt(w) dw.

We get

dz (pp! + qqj dz + (qp! + p^) dz.

Let now <p be a holomorphic quadratic differential of norm ||<p|| 1 on R, and let S

be the horizontal strip defined by the vertical interval ]3. We map S by <P onto a

horizontal strip S' in the £-plane and we use £ £ + nj as the parameter of
intégration in S. The length inequality for a trajectory a in S reads:

(3')

fi«f(a)

with £ <P(z), dÇ <P'(z) dz, d£ <P'(z) dz. The Ja> dÇ is meant to extend over the
horizontal interval a' 4>(a); it is of course nothing but the length of this interval.
As the inequality holds for a.a. 17 in S', intégration over 17 gives

S' S'

The intégrais can be transplanted to S

dijd-n \(p{z)\ dx dy. We get

(4)

by the mapping 0, the Jacobian being

(5)

*{{,.
<p(z)

\<p(z)\
dxdy.

By the exhaustion given in section 6 we can sum up this inequality over
denumerably many non overlapping horizontal strips Sn which contain ail
horizontal cross sections up to a null set. We get

dxdy

with the same integrand as in (5).

(6)

15. To deal with the spiral sets, let e>0 and choose a compact set C^R
which does not contain any critical points of <p (eut out little holes around the
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zeroes of <p) and such that ||<p||R\C < e- Every point Pe C is the center of an open
cp -square (the 1-1-image of a Euclidean square with sides parallel to the axes by
(p1). C is then covered by finitely many of thèse squares. Let their centers be the

points Pt and dénote the vertical diameters of the squares with midpoints Pt by ft.
Thèse arcs are now kept fixed. Let B=Zbl? with i^Hftl, the <p-length of j8r

Evidently, every spiral which meets C also cuts one of the intervais ft and
therefore belongs to the spiral set of one at least of thèse intervais.

We can now subdivide the vertical intervais |8l into intervais /3lk such that the

image fi°f(Plk) P'lk lies in some neighborhood of <p-radius e, for every i and k.

(The /3lk can be choosen open and the finitely many points of séparation
discarded.)

Let now |3 be any one of thèse intervais, with &(($) the spiral set determined
by (3 (or any measurable subset of it, see final remark of section 9). We apply to it
the procédure developed in sections 7 and 8, using the length inequality for closed

curves composed of horizontal and vertical arcs (see [4], p. 364).
Let Sn be a horizontal strip of the first kind. Any horizontal interval an of Sn

can be closed, by a subinterval of 0, to become a Jordan curve. The length of its

fl°/-image, being homotopic to it, is at least equal to an \an\. As the endpoints
of /i°/(an) can be joined by arcs of length < 2 e, we get

an-2e< J \ç{z)\1/2\dz\.\ç{)\\\ (7)

A-/(On)

Introducing, as in (3'), £ &(z) as parameter in Sn and then integrating over 17 in
S'n we get

JJ JJ (8)anfon-2ebn< JJ- • • df <fy JJ- • • dxdy

with the same integrands as in (4) respectively (5).
We now do the same for a pair of strips of the second kind S£, S~. Any pair of

arcs a+ a S+ H 5^(j8), a~ c S~ H 5^(j3), can be completed with subintervals of /3 to
form a closed curve which is homotopic to a Jordan curve on R. Therefore, we

get, by the same argument, the length inequality

a: + a;-4e< J |(p(f)|1/2 |df|+ J \<p(z)\l/2 \dz (9)

This still holds if we replace the last intégral by its infimum over ail intervais

a~ e S~H5^(j3). We then get, introducing the £-parameter in S+ and integrating
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over the ordinates

>:< JJ ••-dÇdrt + bîint J \cp(z)\1/2 \dz\ (10)

(Sn+)' M(a»1

But, because fe^ ^n » the last member is not greater than the intégral

JJ • • • dçdn (il)
(sn-y

with the same integrand as in (4).
We can now sum up over ail the strips of the first and the second kind

determined by j3 to get

IMU)-2eI&n-4eX^^ \\--dxdy (12)

with the same integrand as in (5). But

with 6 |j3| the <p-length of j3.

Inequality (12) is applied to ail the spiral sets of the intervais /3lk, or rather to
the différences, in some fixed ordering, as for the horizontal strips (but of course,
hère we only hâve finitely many of them). We get for the intégral over the set

U^(ft):

< JJ --dxdy (13)

USP(ft)

with the same integrand as in (5). Now, for fixed C, the e in this inequality can be

made arbitrarily small, by proper subdivision of the fixed vertical intervais j3r

Therefore, the e-term in (13) can be cancelled.

16. We still hâve to do the same thing for the annuli Rx of the trajectory
structure. But this offers no difficulty at ail, and we get (see e.g. [9], theorem 1, p.
535).

(14)

Summing up (6), (13) (without the e-term) and (14) we get, as the annuli,
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horizontal strips and spiral sets together cover C up to at most a null set, the

inequality

<p(z)l-£< i;k(*)l dxdy, (15)

which is now true for arbitrary e>0. Therefore, the e-term in (15) can be

dropped.

17. We hâve to remember that p and q hâve to be evaluated at the point z,
whereas px and qx at the point w f(z), and that z =/i(w). In order to compute
the intégral in (15) we introduce the Jacobians

\p(z)\2-\q(z)\\

We get, as in ([2], p. 378), the inequality

1 ^ J J|<p(2)|2)|1/2J1/2(ZJ1/2(Z/W) Jl/2(W/Z) 11/2

PPi + qqi + («Pi + Mi) rTT
'" J(zlw)ll2J{wlz)m

R

Applying the Schwarz inequality and using

J||(p(z)| J(z/w)J(w/z) dx dy | J|<p(z)| dx dy 1

R R

we get

dxdy

1< kU)

Replacing <p by — (p (which is équivalent to working with the vertical trajectories
of cp rather than with the horizontal ones) gives the inequality (1.2.7), p. 378 of
[2]. Inequalities (1.2.8), (1.5.1) and (1.2.11) are simple transformations.

§6 Applications

18. The main inequality has some almost immédiate conséquences, proved in
[2], [7] and [8], which can now be generalized to arbitrary hyperbolic Riemann
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surfaces. The first one, where one needs the unabbreviated form of the inequality,
is the generalization of the unique extremality of Teichmùller mappings associated

with quadratic difïerentials of finite norm (see [3], where the theorem was first
proved for the disk).

THEOREM 4. [Unique extremality]. Letf;R-*R!bea Teichmùller mapping,
Le. a mapping with a complex dilatation of the form K k ipl\<p\, 0< k < 1, and let
the quadratic differential cp be holomorphic and of finite norm. Then, every
quasiconformal mapping f:R-*R\f?^f, which is homotopic to f modulo the

boundary has a maximal dilatation K>K (l + k)/(l — fc).

The proof is as in [2], p. 380.
The second conséquence is the sufficiency of R. S. Hamiltons necessary

condition for a quasiconformal mapping to be extremal.

THEOREM 5. [Sufficient condition for extremality]. Let R and Rf be hyper-
bolic Riemann surfaces. Let f:R-*Rf be a quasiconformal homeomorphism of R
onto R', with complex dilatation k, fc ||#c||oo. //

sup I KcpdxdyMl*! JJ

then every quasiconformal mapping f:R-*R' which is homotopic to f modulo the

boundary has a maximal dilatation K>K (l + k)/(l-fc), Le. f is extremal in its
class.

Proof. (See also [2], p. 381): For the proof we only need the main inequality in
the form (1), where Xo is now the smallest maximal dilatation in the class 9
defined by /. We define a Hamilton séquence for the complex dilatation k to be a

séquence of holomorphic quadratic difïerentials <pn on R of norm ||<pj=l and
such that

lim I
K(pn dx dy k. (16)

n—ooj J

By assumption there exists such a séquence for the complex dilatation k of /. We

get
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As |JJR K<pndxdy\<k, it follows from (16) that the last term of the inequality
tends to 2k/(l - k2). Thus

K0~l + k~ K'
proving the theorem.

A Hamilton séquence ((pn) is called degenerating if it tends to zéro locally
uniformly in R. For such a séquence, there is a variant of Theorem 5, where only
the dilatation in the neighborhood of the boundary cornes in.

THEOREM 6. Let there exist a degenerating Hamilton séquence (çn) for the

complex dilatation k off. Let fe&and C^R compact. Then K<H, where H is the

maximal dilatation of f\ (R\C). As this is true for every fe 3F and every compact
subset C of R, it is also true for the infimum

H inf {H; fe&,CaR,C compact}.

The proof is the same as in [8], p. 467, following an idea due to E. Reich.

19. The next theorems need both, the necessity and sufficiency part of
theorem 5.

THEOREM 7. [Existence of Teichmùller mappings]. Let & be a family of
quasiconformal homeomorphisms of R onto Rr which are homotopic modulo the

boundary. Let f0 with maximal dilatation KO>1 be extremal in & (there always
exists an extremal mapping in 3F). If there exists a quasiconformal mapping feSF
which has a maximal dilatation H<K0 in some neighborhood of dR, then f0 is a
Teichmùller mapping associated with a holomorphic quadratic differential <p offinite
norm and hence is unique extremal.

Proof. The complex dilatation k0 of /0 does not admit any degenerating
Hamilton séquence. It is therefore of the form k0 k0 <p/\<p\, k0 (Ko —1)1(Ko4-1).
(For détails see [8], theorem 1.)

Corollary. Let there exist, to every e>0, a quasiconformal homeomorphism

fe^ and a compact set C^R such that the maximal dilatation H of the restriction

of f to R\C is smaller than 1 + e. Then the family 2F contains a unique extremal

élément, which is either conformai or a Teichmùller mapping associated with a

holomorphic quadratic differential of finite norm.
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Proof. There is an extremal élément foe9. If Ko= 1, /0 is conformai and of
course unique. If Ko> 1, theorem 7 applies.

The next theorem shows that there are, in every class 9, Teichmùller map-
pings associated with quadratic differentials of finite norm with at most one (first
order) pôle and with a dilatation which is arbitrarily close to the maximal
dilatation Ko of the extremal mappings in 9 (see also [8], theorem 7, p. 479).

To this end, let P be an arbitrary fixed point of R. We call the set V(P) c R' of
images of P by the extremal mappings fe9 the set of variation of P:

V(P) {P' f(P) ; / extremal in 9}.

The set V(P) is compact, because the subfamily of ail extremal mappings of 9 is

normal. Pick an extremal mapping /oe 9 which maps P onto a boundary point P'o

of V(P). Choose a neighborhood U of P. There are points P1 à V(P) in U'=
fo(U), arbitrarily close to P'o. Let / be a qc mapping which agrées with f0 outside
of U and takes P into P'. It defines a certain homotopy class 9 of mappings of
the surface R R\{P} onto the surface Rf R'\{P'}. Clearly, the smallest
maximal dilatation Ko of the mappings in 9 is greater than Ko, for ail points
sufficiently close to P'o, and tends to Ko for P'^>P'O. On the other hand, we can
find a mapping g e 9 which is conformai in a small neighborhood Uo c U of P
and agrées with /0 outside of U. The set C= Û\U0 is compact on R and the
maximal dilatation of g on R \ C is not greater than Ko. Applying theorem 7 to
the class 9 we get the desired resuit:

THEOREM 8. Let 9 be a class of qc mappings of R onto R' which are

homotopic modulo the boundary. Let Ko be the smallest maximal dilatation of the

mappings in 9. Then there are Teichmùller mappings in 9, associated with
quadratic differentials of finite norm and with at most one simple pôle, the dilatation
of which is arbitrarily close to Ko.
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